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ABSTRACT

Thic° report deackibes a number of experiments on the stress
relief of gray cast iron. One set of experimentp consisted of
making relaxation tests and using the rate of relaxation as a
means of evaluating stress relief. These studies showed that:
(1) the rate of stress relief in most rapid during the first
hour at temperature; (2) the rate of stress relief iz very slow
below 1O000F, but increases as the tempersatre is raised; and
(3) Initial stress and alloy composition have an important in-
fluence on the rate of stress reduction by heat treatment. Ob-
servations of heat treatments on highly stressed cast wheels
revealed that (1) indoor aging and low-temperature (600OF) heat
treatment are ineffective for stress relieving, (2) furnace
cooling after heat treatment produces lower residual casting
stresses than air cooling, and (3) relaxation tests agree closely
with results of stress-relief heat treatments of experimental

castings.

PROBLEM STATUS

This report concludes the work on the problem, and unless

otherwise advised, the problem will be closed one month from
*"' mailing date of this report.

AUTHORI ZATION

NRL Problem M06-01.

iv



STRESS RELIEF OF GRAY CAST IRON

' [ INTRO DUCT ION

With the increased use of gray cast iron In highly stressed mechanical

parts, raore attention is being ditected toward adequate stress relief be-

Sfor& the castings enter into service.

Intvrnal stresset are generated in castings bh differences in the rate
of contraction of various sections due to temperature gradient* set up

durlng cooling. Such temperature differences usually arise from variations

in •ize In cross section and from distance of the metal from heads and gates

The resulting stresies are often large enough to cause cracks which may or

may not be detected before tht castings go into service, Sut in most instances

the stresses are not large enough to cause the casting to fall unti! a nor-
mal service load it applied. Internal stresses may also lead to distortion

during machining as well as in service, sinc* the removal of metal by
machining disturbs the balance of the internal stresses and causei distortion
to take place in such a way as to restore this balance. The relief of these

internal forces by means of heating Is generally considered a creep phenomenon
in which the stress is reduced throuih plastic flow.

This report describes the results of a series of stress relief tests
made with the Naval Research Laboratory relaxation maphine and on a large

ntmber of cast wheels containing high ctresses.

CONFLICTING OPINIONS

¶ •Past studies of stress-relief heat trestments for cast iron have resulted

in a series of conflicting opinions and observations. The extent of this

confusion will be readily appreciated from the following summary of a number

of papers written on this subject.

Prior to 1915, practically no investigations of the heat treatment of
cast iron were reported. In the year 1915, however, an anonymous author re-

ported that catting strains in small hardware parts could be relieved by
bcating for eight hours at a dull red heat (1i0OOF) followed by very slow
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cooling for about one day.1 Castings so treated were softened because of
the precipitation of some of the combined carbon as graphite.

In 1917, L. M. Sherwin 2 found that equivalent strain removal was ob-
tained by heating a series of low-silicon irons at either 11000F or at
400OF !or 24 hours, followed by slow cooling.

According to C. 3. Wiltshire,O casting strains were completely eli-
minated by heating slowly to 7000F, holding for 7 hour., and cooling to
300OF in 20 hours.

Harpes and MacPherran4 relieved casting strains by heating at 11500F
for one hour. With longer holding times the strength and hardness de-
creased materially.

R. T. Rolfe5 heated iron in the temperature range 750OF - 1830OF for
one hour and cooled slowly in hot sand. He concluded that casting strains
could be removeo b- heating to 1110OF for one hour followed by slow cool-
ing. Tensile strength was reduced only 6.5 percent, and hardness 2.5
percent.

3. W. Boltonr observed that straint could be removed by heating slowly
to 7000 - 10000F and furnace cooling. In a later paper, 7 he recommended
7000 - 8000F.

F. Grotts6 recommended a 600OF anneal for quick ttrain removal, and
J. A. CappQ advised that iron castings be etress-relieved by heating to
9300 - 1020OF for a period of four to ten hours.

Benson and Allison'O found crxplete stress relief after a six-hour
soak at 1110 0 F, but cautioned th't increase in dimension caused by oxidation
commences at 1020OF and becomes serious at 11100F.

' E. E. Mjirbakar. Iron Age, 122: pp. 282-85, (1928)

2 L. U. Sherwin, Trans. Am. Foundrymer's Assoc., 26: pp. 509-26, (1917)

3 C. J. Wiltshire, Trsns. Am. Foundrymen's Assoc., 28: pp. 346-47, (1919)

4 J. F. Harper and R. S. MacPherran, Trans. Am. Foundrymen's Assoc., 30:
pp. 167-85, (1922)

5 R. 1P. Rolfe, Metal Ind. (London), 24: pp. 500-0,2, 525-26, 551-52, (1924)

8 j. W. Bolton, Iron Age. 114: pp. 820-22, (1924)

7 3. W. Bolton, Iron Age, 120: pp. 611-12, (1927)

' F. Grotts, Trans. Am. Soc. for Steel Treating, 7: pp. 735-42, (1925)

S3. A. Capp, Am. Machinist, 63: 385-87, (1925)
10 L. E. Benson and H. Allison, Proc. Inst. Brit. Foundrytaen (London), 31:

p. 124, (I937-38)
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J. E. Hurst 1 1 recommended a stress-relief temperature of 750OF. He

stated that pearlite decomposition commenced at 840OF and cautioned against
heating above ',GOF.

According to C. H. 4orken, 1 2 an ordinary trestirent for relief of in-
ternal stresses consists of holding four hours at 9000 F. Because of the

graphitizing tendency of silicon, he stated that it is advisable to use -

lower temperatures for high-silicon irons, and higher temperatures for

loW-silicon Irons.

Le Thomas 1 3 states that the French Admiralty specification for ttress
relief of cast iron requires "prolonged heating to a temperature of the
order of 5000C (9300F1, but lower than 625 0 C (11550F), followed by extremely

11slow cooling. The total duration wIll be from 24 to 48 hours

In a recent publication, P. H. Russell 1 4 arrived at the following con-
clusions in his research on the subject of stress relief of fully pearlitic

high-duty ircns.

1. Exposure for four munths to varying atmospiieric conditions and

temperatures reduced internal casting stresses about fifteen percelt.

2. Heat treatment at 400 0 C [7500F] was ineffective.

3. Temperatures in excess of 525 0 C [975OF] were required to relieve

fifty percent of the internal stresses.

4. Internal stresses were not cnmpletely relieved at 6000C [ll10OF].

5. The physical properties of the irons wore not impaired by treatment
up to 6000C [1110OF), except that some fall•ing off in transverse

strength war nccasionally observed.

Figure 1, taken f-oa this report by Russell, depicts graphically the

obtervations of a few add.cional investigators on the effect of stressý
relikf temperature on percent stress removal.

Thesz *xcerpts from numerous papers are indicative of the difft:onces
of opinion on proper stress-rtelief heat treatmenrs. Recommended temperatures
range from 400OF to 115(10 F, ahd soaking time from one to twenty-four •:•urs.

J1 . E. Hurst, Iron and Steel, p. 29, October 1939, p. 61, November 1939,
and p. 134, January 1940

12 C. H. Morken, Trans. A=. Soc. for Metals, 22: pp. 227-248, (1934)

13 A. Lo " a, Foundry Trade lournal (London), 62: pp. 217-18, (1940)

14 P. H. Russell, Foundry Trade Journal (London), Vol. 80, No. 1568,

pp. 3-9, (1946)
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Fig. I - Observations of Several Investigators on the Effect of Stress
Relief Temperature on Percent Stress Removal

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the first phase of this work, the effect of time and temperature on

the relief of internal stresses was studied with the aid of a relaxation

machine, built at NRL with minor changes in design on the basis of a machine
desct:Ibed by Nadal and Boyd.1 5

This machine, shown in Figures 2 and 3, consists of three essential

parts the furnace, the loadinr' mechanism, and the extensomoter control
system. A test specimen, of the type shown in Figure 4 is held by threaded

grips in an electric furnace, B, and heated to any desired temperature.

15 A. Nadal and J, Boyd, Proc. Fifth Internat. Cont. of Applied Mechtnics,

p. 245, Cambridge, (1938)



Temperature controller, D, meintains

the specimen at constant temperatura 44-

for the duration or the test. The
specimtn isnext stretched a definiteI| '
amount by applying a tensile stress H-
through the lever arm, A, by means of
o and H. The eiongation is measured
with extensometer, E, and the load
with Amesedial, J. The machine is then
,at for automatic operation. As the
,specimen stretches plastically, owing
to the load and temperature imposed
on it, the extensometer contact, F,
closes and starts the motor, H, which .
reduces the applied stress just enough
for the specimen to contract elasti-

cally and open the extensometer contact,
stopping the motor. The sbove cycle
continues to be repeated, and the
load on the specimen is gradually re-
duced untila stress level is reached
at which the rate of plastic flow Is
so slow that no perceptible change is r' .

observed for several hour's. Thus the
specimen is held at constant length Fig. 2 Relaxation Testing Machine
throughout the test. A movie camera
equip;-ed with an automatic device takes single-frame pictures of the load-
indicating dial end of a clock underneath it so that a t ime-versus-load record
is obtained. A detailed description of the relaxation equipment is contained
in 'Stress Relief of the Steel Casting" by E. A. Rominski and H. F. Taylor.16

The relaxation specimens were made from a cast ingot of spcc al design
developed at the Naval Research Laboratory. (See Figure 5). The four rounded
corners were removed by sawing longitudinally r.nd then machined as shown in
Figure 4.

RelaxAtion ratea of these specimens were timpared with stress reductions
effected by heat treatments of the special type of casting shown in Figure 6.
Thia four spoke wheel casting was adopted because large stresses were prewent
in the "es cast'" condition since the thin spokes cooled faster than the heavy
rim. Tensile stresses ere first set tip in the spokes tending to pull th,em sway
from the rim. Since cart iron will flow readily at low stress levels and high
temperatures, the spokes stretch to relieve the stress. The spokes, being
colder, reach room temperature and stop contracting before the rim, which
continues to contract and exert a compressive stress on the spokes. The magni-
tude of stress retained in these wheels before and after heat treatment was

16 E. A. Ronainski and H. F. Taylor, Trans. Amer. Foundrymen's Assoc, 51:

pp. 709-731, (1943)
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Fig. 4 - Relaxation Test Specimen

determined by drilling reference marks approximately twa inches apart on

the rim and spoke and by measuring the distance between these marks to within

1/10,COO of an inch with P Whittemore Strain Gage. The rim was sawed on both

sides of the reference spoke so that both the rim and spoke were free tc
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-move in such a mAnner as to relieve

the internal stresses. The distar.ce
between the reference markx w*As then
measured egain and the net change

>, indicated the degree of Internal
t -streas. Figure 7 shows the position

of the reference marks, the •sw cuts,
2T and a measurement being made on the

sp.ie with the gag*. Since the ex-

pansion w&s much greater acrcss the
saw cuts int the rim then along the
spoke, the former measurements were
used in tracing the removal of stress
by heat treatment.

The first experimental work con-

sisted of a series of relaxation tests
on a heat poured at the Naval Research

Laboratory to determine the general
"effect of time and temperature. This

Z-"- C• was followed by relaxation teats on
bars of different chemistry supplied
by the Gray Iron Founders' Society to

Fig. 5 - Ingot from which Relazatioi. find the influence of chemistry. Tho
Test Specimens Were Made analyses of these bars are given in

rrable I. Strest-relief studies were

OUTSIDE FILLETS -'*(APPROX)
INSID lO /

FILLETS
APPROX \-,

Fig. 6 - Test Casting Containing High "As-Cast" Stresses
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then made on some stress-wheel tast.

Laboratory to determine what effect

the col1ing rato from the heat treat-ing tompera-tue'e might have, and then

stress-wheels supplied by the Gray
Iron Fsunders' Society and poured from

the same heats at the relaxation bar*
were heat treated using the cooling
rate that was found to introduce the

minimum of sttess.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS

Relaxation Tectt

An Investigation of effects of
temperature and time on relaxation

Fig. 7 Messuring Strain in Streas was conducted on some Naval Research

Wheel after Saw Cuts Have Been Made Laboratory experimental sand-cast
ingots .ontaining 2.72% C - 1.97% Si -

0.51% Mn - 0.080% S - 0.141% P. Re-
laxation specimens were loaded to a

Table I

Chemical Analysis of Groups of

Relaxation Specimens and Stress Wheels

Group C Si Mn P Ni Cr Mo
Number I Ij. [

1 3.21 1.74 0.70 0.094 0.111 1.05 0.15 0.53

2 3.82 2.19 0.85 0.044 0.115 0.10 0^47 0.42

3 3.58 2.24 0.64 0.092 0.140 0.10 0.08 0.04

4 3.41 2.33 0.62 0.124 0.244 0.10 0.03 0.04

5 3.60 2.49 0.64 0.076 0.378
6 3.51 2.15 0.69 0. 11.3 0.138 0.25 0.25 0.04

7 3.29 I 2.18 0.97 0.135 0.112 0.25 0.25 0.05

8 3.16 1.70 1.13 0.109 0.064 0.10 0.10 0.03

9 3.00 1.65 0.92 0.086 0.057 1.44 0.28 0.5010 3.47 1.90 i0.89 0.089 0.097 0.10 0.20 0.04

11 ' 3.01 2.36 0.70 0,095 0.344 0.20 0.05 0.04

value thich produced between 0.2 - 0.4 percent strain on the 6-inch gage

length.. As would be expected, the higher the testing temperature, the lower
was the applied stress required to produce this amount of strain. Typical

.losding curves for three diffsrent temperatures are given in Figure 8. As
the temperature increases, the strain for any given stress increases and

since gray iron has no definite yield point, but instead a &mall plastic

strain Aomponent at all stress levels, this strain represents both elastic

and plastic deformation.

*1 i
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Duplicate specimens were tested at temperatures ranging from 72 0 F to

1100 0 F. The effect of tetting temperature on the rate at which the applied
stress was reduced is shown in Figure 9. Low tempvrature treatments had

only a slight effect on lowaring of stresses; sixteen hours at room tempera-
ture had practically no effect. Treatment at 900OF reduced the 2tress only
from 14000 to 10000 pounds per square inch in 100 minutes, but when the

RELAXATION OF CAST ,RON HELD

AT VARK)US TEMPERATURES
/ j {2.-" =7. •- L97'T. Si- O.51%. Mn

24,-000 0ili - 0o80%S-0141%P)

0O__ 6001F _

S12,000

I1-03.600- F00 I&00

JOURS LO7 &34 5 60 668 836 10.00 1169 13.36 i&00. 6966
T A.IE AT RELAXATION TEWPERATUPZ.

Fig. 9 - Effect of Temperature on Relrization Rate

3b
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testing temperature was raised to 1100 0 F, essentially complete relaxation

took place in approximately one and a half hours. In all cases the rate of

stress relief was greatest during the first hour at temperature, and then

decreased as the timo at temperature increased.

Of special interest was a test in which a specimen was reloaded to the

original stress level and given a second relaxation test. As may be seen in

Figure 10, the second relaxation rate was slower than the first indicating

a decreased rate of plastic flow. Thus only one relaxation test could be

made on each specimen.

Since these tests showed the ineffectiveness of low-temperature heat

treatment of stress relief, the commercial sand-cast ingot specimens wera

tested in the temperature range of 800°F - 1150 F. Figurer II through 21

show the relaxation rates for the 11 groups of commercial cast irons at

various temperatures. The following general observations may be drawn from

these graphs"

(1) By a comparison of the relaxation curves of the alloy Irons, Groups

1. 2, and 9 (Figures 11, 12, and 19), with the plain carbon irons, Groups 3,

8, 10, and 11 (Figures 13, 18, 20, and 21), it is apparent that the former

require higher temperatures and/or longer holding times to reach the same

stress level or the same percentage of stress relief.

RELAXATION RATES OF THE SAME tAST RON

SPI:MEN TESTED TWVCE AT 9000F

0.\
II

6000

RELAXATION TOME N MWJTES

Fig. 10 -Effect of Work Hardening on Relaxation Rate
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SROUP I• I
3.OI%G--2.36%$I--O.?0%Mn--O.O9-%S--.,3%r (2) No correlation was fiound be-

tween relaxation rate and equivalent

carbon.
(3) Group 10 (Figure 20) shows

-o that if duplicate specimens hove the2
same Initial applied stress, the re-
"laxotion rate and the total amount of

8.00o -relaxation increase as the testing
temperature is increased.

__ _ (4) Figure 22 shows the results

I when three of the specimer.s were
I loaded to different stress levels but

_tooted at the same temperature, i.e.,
•'• 10500F. By a comparison of the three

curves it is evident that for any

given temperature the higher the
1 "'F•'m•• Initial stress, the faster the re-

1,oo , laxation rate, but the longer the time

__ J \11ýrequired to reach any specific real-O0 100 em Soo 400

(MINUTES) dual stress level.

TIME AT RELAXATIOh TEMKPRATURE Figure 23 has been cons tructed

from data contained in Figure 21.
The various points on the ;raph show
the original applied stress and the

RELAXATION RATE OF GRAY CAST IRON AT 1050*F SHOWING THE EFFECT

OF INITIAL STRESS

o10,000

D 8000 , , 1

a. 6000 \ 1 t _ ---

0 0.

___I I_ _-_--_ _ _

TIME-MINUTES

Fig. 22 - Efte'.t of Work Hardening on X.olazation Rate



stress remaining after two hours at
the various testing temperaturim.
The two curves bound the maximum
and minimum points. Stress is lowered
slowly and incompletely at tem-
peratures below 10000P, but rapidly
and more completely at higher tem-
peratures. The spread of data results Iz,
from the differences in chemical
analyses and in initial maximum
stress. Since the modulus of elas-
ticity varies for each alloy, there
is unavoidable variation in the

ultimate load for each test when Tr5 0 rVto..2

loading to 0.2 - 0.4 percent strain
on the 6-inch gage length. Never. Fig. 23 Residual Stress in
theless, the general trend of an Relaxation Specimens at the
increasing rate of stress relief at End of Two Hours at the Indi-
higher temperatures Is clearly shown. cated Temperature

The relaxation data are summarized in a different manner in Figure 24.
The points on this graph represent the initial stress, and that remaining

4 after the specimens were held at 1050OF for the indicated time. The reasons
for the spread of data have been previously given. The curves of maximum and
minimum stress show the rapid initial rate of stress relief and the leveling
off after the firs't hour at temperature.

Stress Wheel Tests

Before conducting stress-relief heat treatments on th- limited number
of stress wheels received frqm the commercial foundries, an experiment was

conducted on Naval Research Laboratory

I wheels t4 determine the effect of
furnace versus air cooling from the
stiress-relieving temperature.

The following strain gage mea-
surements were obtained in this ex-

a perimont:

4.000-j of Whael Air Cooled Fu:naceCooled

4 .0-1-. 1 hr at I050OF .008.9 .0034

S24 hr at OSOOF 0052 .0019
-3 4* As Cast rim strain - 0.0183

""TIME AT 050.F ($OUJS1

Fig. 24- Residual Stress in The difference between the resi-
Relaxation Specimens Hevt dual stresses In air-cooled and
Treated at 1Q50OF for the furnace-cooled castings results from

Indicated Time
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the unequal cooling rates existing between heavy and thin sections when
air-cooled; the slower furnace cooling keeps all parts of the casting at
approximately the same temperature during cooling. It Is interesting to
note that one hour at 10SOOF followed by furnace cooling results in lower
residual stress than 24 hours at temperature followed by air cooling. Thus
air cooling may introduce considerable additional stresseg. For this reason
furnace cooling was adopted for all corbercial strear wheels studiod.

On the commercial wheels, studies were made to determine:

(1) The strain reduction effected by two hours at various temperatures,
and

(2) The strain reduction effected by verying lengths of time at 10S 0 0F.

Ts procedure followed in treating the vheels was to place them in a furnace
a- "oom temperature, to heat to the desired maximum, to hold for % specified
peiod of time, and then to furnace-cool.

Although a casting may be held at the maximum heat-treating temperature
for only one hour, during the heating and cooling cycle, the temperature of
the casting Is sufficient to effect further stress relief. Therefore thc
extent of stress relief in a casting held one hour st tamperature will be
slightly greater than that obtained in a specimen held at similar tempera-
ture and time in the relsxatior, machine.

The data on effect of temperature variation at constant time are ehown

in Figure 25. They are in agreement with the relaxation data in Figure 23.
The stresses in the rim are reduced only slightly by two hours of heat

treatment below 800 0 F. Hcwever two
---.. hours at temperatures above 950 0 F

J produce substantial reductions of
stress.

In a test to show the inef'-..tiv,-

Ij ness of long stress-rellef treatm~ent

I at low temperatures, stress wheelt of
_ _ _ __ tvo different metal compositions more

held at 600OF for 24 hours. Wh*e* A
w•oc had an as-cast rim strain of 0.0174

inches and a final strain oftor heetU •treatment of 0.0168 inches. Wheel B
tested 0.0187 inches origina-ly and

W 00 4C0 400 M io *o its duplicate 0.0157 inch*F after
TE%.ýRATtt Cr SIRtS RLIEF TREATMENT- 'F treatment. Thus appreciable stress

Fig. 25 - Strain Redxction Effected b) relief is not obtained at 6090? for

Hoxding irndustry "theels at Varying one day.

Temperp.tures for Two Hours and Furnace The data on effect of timt varia-
Cooling tion at constant temperature are sum-

marized in Figure 26. The temperature
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of 100S0F .was eolecttd becauso .. . .
preceding experiments ',-ad indi-

cated considerabht atress-relief
action at thi v t m-prature. A -
marked reduction of internal stresses _ °
occurred dui•Ing the firat and C40
second hours at temperature, efter zi
which the rate decreased rapidly in
a way simi.lar to the re aiation \
data giver. in Figuro 24. The spread
of data has been previouriyexpl*,ined • i

The resu!Z of teats on the

stress-wheel costings appear to -
agree clope]y -iith thizse from th - A

relaxation tests- The advantage of

the relaxation test for obtaining
str,3a-relief data is apparent, Fig. 26 Strsin Rediictior. Effec'ed
since one such test gives a com- by Hoidin- Industry Wheels ai 1OSOOF
plete stress-time curve while a for Varying Lengths of Tim*e Fo-lowed
large number of wheel castin.s by Furi'acQ Cooling
are required to yield the some

'Stress Relieving by Other Methods

Since many f'oundries cllt to have etress-relleved c~stings by aging
them outside for periods ranging from six manths 6o a year, several teats
were ma•e ia an attempt to evaluate this practice. In the first test, fout
stress wheels were poured from the a*e ladle of metal having a composition
of 3.52% C ., 1.93% Si - 0.46% Mn - 0.130% S - 0.148% P, One wheel was sawed
the following day and the others w*re allowed to age inside the .oundry for
varting poriods of tize. Thv following data summarizes the *!tect of time
m strct-s reductions:

Aging Time Strain ;jb~erved Cn Rim
by Saving

I day 0.0088 Inches

3 months 0.0080 innhe,

IM y~ars 0.0089 inches

Indoor aging obvioutmly did not reduce the 1ias cast" stress In theme wheels.

The effoct of outdoor Aging has been said to be due to the alternate
he1atis'2 end cooling ef the casting. A rapid check on this theory was made
by placlng A stress whee1 in a dty-ice box a2 OOF for two hours and then
transferring it an oven at 220CF for two hours. After four complete cycles
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of ittrntte heating ar cooling, the rim was cawod and 0.0191 inehes of
trtsin was measurod. ba.ors this treatment, a duplicate whoel showed 0.0200

inch*% of strain. Thue' only a amall amount of stress reduction wet obteined
by this treatment,

Besides the tempervture changes to which ca..ings are subjected in out-

door aging, the postibility that corrosion relieves a part of the stressek

locked in the outer -Akin of the casting has been suggested. To determine

tht effectiveness of such corro-ion, a rapid teut was conducted by completely

Immersing a stress wheel in a 6 percent solution of sulfuric aci4 for 20

minutes at a temperature of 165 0 F. Sawing of the wheel revealed a residual

strain of 0,015C inches clmpared with the "as cast" strain of 0.0164 Inches.

From this observation, it is possible that corrosion might contribute slightly

toward relief of casting stressea.

The manner in which stresses are genorawtu in the test wheel w•ra de-

scribed earlier in this report. In addition to the stress Indtced by
difforential cooling, some may result from tho resistance that the sand
mold offers to the contraction of the rim as it eools. The possible magni-

tude of ýhis effect was determined by ramming a pattern in the spact !e6ween

the spokes and rim so that relief cavities were produced with approximately

one half inch sids wall of sand between the outor periphery of th cavitiet
a nd the Inner contour of the wheel. Two wheels were poured vith L tro *i~h-
out thvse civities. The strain srot~nted to 0.0218 and 0.02. inches on the

two wheels without cavities and 0.0211 and 0.0177 inches on the wheels withi

rollef cavities. The difference is not great but does show a trond It the

expected direction. Another way to reduce the restricting effcct of the sand

ii to shake out the castings shortly' after pouring. That this practi-. mighi

be helpful is shown by the data in the following table which listA the strain

measurements made on five wheelt poured from the same ladle of metal and
ahaken out at various time intervals.

Casting Time Rim

NumberIntervol SrIn

I 5 Min 0.0035

2 10 Min 0.0041

3 20 Min C1.0084

4 1Hr 20 Min 0.01II

S 13 Hr 36 Min 0.0114

Up to about the first hour after pouring the mtrain increated with time;

after this it remained constant , indicoting that the resistance offered

by the sand may increase the degree of internal stregs.

Ib
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CONC*USIONS

Pelaxation Tests indicate thet:

(1) If the initial stress and the composition of specimens are the same,
the relaxation rfite cid degree of stress reduction increases as the tempera-

ture Is increased.

(2) Rate af stress reduction is very slow below 1G000F.

(3) Rate of stress rcductiort is most rapid during the first hour a4

temperature, and decreases a2 the time at temperature increase..

(4) For any given temperature, the higher the initial stresz, the fatter
the initisl relaxation rate, but the longer the time required to rcech iny

specific residual strozs level.

(5) Alioy irons require higher temperatures gnd&or longer holding times
Sto reach th, same stress level as plaiza carbon iron&.

Stress Wheel Tests indIcate that:

(1) Tw• hours at temperatures below 8000F are ineffective, whereas at
temperaturos above 950OF substantial stress reductions are effected in the

s2aM6 time.

(2) The greatest reduction of internal etrtsses occurs during the first

hour at tempereture.

(3) Heat treatment at 6000 1 for 24 hours shows practical* no.stres
reduction.

(4) AiM cooling after stress-relief heat treatment may introduce consid-
arable additional ctresses which do not develop with furnace cooling.

Other Tests Indicate that:

(1) Indoor aging is an ineffective method for stress relieving.

S(2) Alternate heating and cooling of stress wheels between OOF and
220OF products only a very #light etres* reduction.

(a) Corrosion o! stress wheel, with a mineral acid resulzz in a very

slight raIief of intornal stress.

(4, The ros1'tsnce ol the mold sand may hinder the contraction of A
jeoting in such a way os to matet~laly increase the internal stress.

The relaxation machint gives a good indication of the ztresa-relief
chtracteristics of gray cast iron and provides this information more oasily
zhna car. be obtained from qctual castings.
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